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THE WALLINGTON WEEK
Message from the Head Teacher
Dear Parents and Carers
I trust everyone is staying safe and keeping well.
This week’s newsletter includes some of the work that Wallington students have been getting up to during lockdown as well as
containing important information from our uniform outfitters, Cladish.
Following on from the newsletter last week, you should have now received two letters regarding the reopening of the school in
light of recent government announcements. The first was from our CEO, Jennifer Smith, outlining our plans for next half-term.
These include looking to hold face to face meetings with Year 10 and 12 students and further enhancing our remote learning
provision as well as outlining the principles behind these plans. We will continue to keep parents informed and will write again
once we have more details, in line with government guidance. As I am sure you are aware, this also depends on what the
government announces on Thursday 28 May as to whether they have met their five tests for lifting lockdown.
The other letter was informing parents and carers that, as of Monday 1 June, WHSG will be restarting our key worker hub for
our vulnerable students and for children of key workers. Those wishing to make use of this provision will need to notify the
school by 2pm on Tuesday 26 May – further details are in the original letter. We look forward to welcoming this group of
students back to school on Monday 1 June.
Finally, the government has recently published guidance and support for parents and carers of children who are learning at
home during the coronavirus outbreak. Guidance on helping secondary school children continue their education during the
coronavirus outbreak can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-secondary-school-children-continue-their-education-during-coronavirus-covid-19
I hope that you find this guidance useful.
Have a good half-term and thankyou for your continued support in this unprecedented time.

Richard Booth
Headteacher

Telephone Numbers / Email Addresses
I have sent out a number of emails to you via Schoolcomms regarding emails and telephone numbers. If you
have received one of these, kindly email me, Mrs Davies, Communications Officer, on
sdavies@wallingtongirls.org.uk
with updated information. In these times particularly, in is vital that our emails reach you and you are kept
fully informed.
Thank you

Cladish—School Outfitters
If your daughter needs any items of school uniform from Cladish, our school outfitters, please see the following information
we have received from them about ordering or visiting items.

Celebrating our Students’ Work in Lockdown

Constructing a Plant Cell Model in Science
Please see attached a plant cell model made at home by Shazia in Year 7. Great example.

“I made this using:
Chloroplast- Green Skittles
Structure of plant cell - green jelly using gelatin and green colouring
Nucleus- Ferrero Rocher
Vacuole- I scooped out some jelly in the middle & filled it with a blue coloured liquid to represent the cell sap in the vacuole
Cell wall- Outer rim of container
Cell membrane - Inner rim of container
I used a Ferrero Rocher to represent the nucleus as it is larger in size than the green skittle chloroplasts.
Lastly, i labelled all my parts of my plant cell. Hopefully this can be entered into the bulletin to inspire other students to add
some fun to science and get creative.”

Mathematics Puzzles
Many students across all year groups have been sending excellent answers to mathematics puzzles that are set every
Wednesday. Last week the puzzles included some instructions on how to do “Curve Stitching” and some students decided to
give it a go with some impressive results...
Year 7

Year 9

Lucie

Mayukha

Shazia

Dhriti

Year 10
Ashvini made a wonderful sculpture

If students are interested in giving it a try they can find some instructions here
https://mathcraft.wonderhowto.com/how-to/create-parabolic-curves-using-straight-lines-0131301/
https://nrich.maths.org/5366
Of course, if you look at google images of curve stitching you will get some great ideas
Please send any more photos of your work to Miss Tucker

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
By Ashvitha—11 Seacole
Introduction
Sickle Cell Anemia the most common form of the sickle cell disease, an inherited sickle-cell disease, where the red blood cells,
normally possessing a biconcave shape, instead have a abnormal crescent or “sickled” shape.
Anemia is where the body does not have a sufficient amount of red blood cells and these now “sickled” cells die much faster
than regular red blood cells. Due to the shape of these diseased cells, as they have now reduced surface area, it becomes
much harder to carry oxygen all around the body and becomes much more challenging to travel through blood vessels in the
body.
This disease affects the red blood cells and a protein called haemoglobin (which is located in red blood cells) production
(abnormality).
Demographic
Sickle Cell Disease is more prevalent in specific ethnic groups: those of African descent including affecting 8% of AfricanAmericans (1 in 12 carry a sickle cell gene); Hispanic-Americans from Central and South America; Middle Eastern; Indian and
Mediterranean descent and Asians.
History
Dr James Herrick in 1904 took in an African-American patient and
studied their blood sample under microscope to find the red blood cells
bent and twisted reminding him of the shape of a sickle, hence the
name given. He claimed this sickled shape of red blood cells caused the
weakness, sores on legs and dizziness the patient he had diagnosed, was
due to this disease.
A potential reason as to why those of African descent are more likely to
have this disease is due to those geographic regions being most prone to
malaria and the fact that the gene variant for sickle cell disease is connected to malaria.
Cause
Sickle Cell Anemia is a lifelong blood disorder inherited from immediate parents Sickle Cell Anemia is present at birth, but
many infants do not show any signs until after 4 months of age.
It is a point mutation, which means a nucleotide is affected in the gene sequence, the gene for Haemoglobin. This sickle cell
gene is an autosomal recessive gene trait meaning a person must inherit this gene
from both parents in order to show symptoms of this disease but if only one copy
is inherited, this person is a carrier i.e. would have the sickle cell trait and not
show any symptoms.
Problems
Due to the lack of oxygen carried around the body because of Sickle Cell Anemia,
pains can occur all over the body (notably joint and bone pains) and problems
with the bone marrow. Other symptoms include jaundice like symptoms such as
yellowing of skin; sores due to poor circulation; symptoms of fever; vision issues;
fatigue and weakness; shortness of breath making exercise a great challenge. Sickle cell disease can result in many
complications such as stroke or high blood pressure; skin ulcers and gallstones as well as a life-threatening condition called
acute-chest syndrome.
Treatment
Despite there being no actual cure for this disease, there are several different treatments patients
can undergo.
One surgical procedure those with Sickle Cell Amenia can go through is a bone marrow
transplant. The transplant involves replacing bone marrow affected by sickle cell anemia with
healthy bone marrow/stem cells from a (usually matched) donor who doesn't have sickle cell
anemia, and will then inject them into your body usually via an IV tube into a vein. That means
your body will stop making the sickle-shaped cells that cause the disease as the cells will start to
create healthy blood cells.
Continued on next page ...

Sickle Cell Anaemia

Possible issues and risks with this transplant are rejection from the body’s immune system as the transplanted cells recognise the recipient's
cells as "foreign" and attack them. This is known as graft versus host disease (GvHD).This can occur within a few months of the transplant or
develop several months or occasionally a year or 2 later. The condition is usually mild, but can sometimes be life-threatening. Fortunately,
GvHD can be treated with medications that suppress your immune system and stop the transplanted stem cells attacking the rest of your body.
In terms of cost efficiency, the sickle cell information centre website estimates the cost of the transplant process for most patients to be
$150,000 to $250,000 which includes pre-transplant evaluation, transplant stay, and post-transplant follow-up which equates in price to 10
sickle cell hospital admissions in the US.

Alternative Treatment:
Hydroxyurea will not cure this disease but can be used to reduce pain episodes and the need for blood transfusions by improving the ability of
red blood cells to carry oxygen and decreases breakage of the cells in people with sickle cell anemia.
In terms of looking at symptoms on the more severe side i.e. acute chest syndrome, a serious lung condition, may require emergency treatment
with antibiotics, blood transfusions, oxygen and fluids given into a vein also hydroxycarbamide may be needed to prevent further episodes.

Vitiligo—Not Skin Deep—by Angelique— 11 Seacole

Charity Virtual Bake Off
The senior prefects are running a Charity Virtual Bake Off. The money that we raise will be donated to Purley Food Hub.
Please see the following message from the Purley Food Hub.
"A huge thank-you to you and the senior prefects and everyone else at Wallington High School for Girls for supporting Purley
Food Hub through your Virtual Bake Off on 29th May - we are most grateful and wish you all a very successful event. We look
forward to hearing how it goes!
Since the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, we have never been so busy. We are delivering food parcels direct to
the homes of clients and their families referred to us by Croydon Council, job centres, schools, children's centres, GPs, etc. We
provide each person with food for three meals a day for three days, and in each of March and April we provided over 5,000
meals - our most ever. In total, since the Food Hub was set up by the churches of Purley and Kenley in 2013, we have provided
nearly 185,000 meals to people in crisis in the Borough of Croydon.
And it is all down to the kindness and generosity of our many supporters, such as schools like Wallington High, and local
churches, businesses, uniformed organisations, Rotary and Women's Institutes, and many, many families and individuals. Plus,
of course, the hard work of our wonderful team of 150 volunteers!
We produce a list each month of the food and toiletries that we need most (latest list attached), and use money donations to
buy items that we are short of. We also post regular news updates on our website at www.purleyfoodhub.net.
For more information about the Food Hub, and to receive the monthly food list by email, please contact Jean Ludlow, our
Administrator, on purleyfoodhub@gmail.com.
Thank you all again - we greatly appreciate Wallington High's wonderful support at this time.”

